
INFORMED EVIDENCE-BASED DECISIONS
SIGNIFICANT COST SAVINGS

Every LGA always using the latest local and sector wide 
intelligence to inform decision making - the LGA can be 
proactive in adopting an 'intelligence coordinator' role, 

always bringing together the most relevant stakeholders, 
with a clear line of sight on outcomes and impacts.

 
Significantly reduce the cost of delivering and updating 

sport, leisure and aquatic feasibility and strategy projects 
going forward ($100k+ per year). The 7 main leisure 

planning consultants use ActiveXchange's modelling, 
linking strategic advice to the latest evidence base.

 

CREATING MORE ACTIVE COMMUNITIES - POWERED BY PREDICTIVE MODELS
A JOINED UP INTEGRATED VIEW ON PROVISION AND LOCAL NEED

 
PINPOINT GROWTH - OPTIMISE THE OFFER - COORDINATE PLANNING - EVIDENCE IMPACTS

SPORTSEYE LGA - HOW AND WHY IT WORKS

ActiveXchange manages a network of data sharing 
across state and national sport organisations (SSOs/ 
NSOs) and leisure and aquatic facility operators, 
tracking 2+ million members (1000s of sites). This 
intelligence automatically feeds into predictive 
models and LGA's online platform (SportsEye), 
coordinating decisions around the latest intelligence. 
 
Aggregated market intelligence is generated to guide 
local decision making. No organisation ever sees 
another's data without explicit permission. This 
brings coordination  and consistency to planning 
decisions across the network, with each part of the 
network deriving their own direct benefits from their 
own SportsEye platform.
 
ActiveXchange centrally coordinated data use 
agreements with Data Owners, system integrations 
and processes this data. ActiveXchange has a data 
science team which combines multiple datasets to 
build powerful predictive and validated models that 
can be used across the network and accessed via 
each online SportsEye platform.

Drawing on sport + operator intelligence
Delivered through each LGA account
SportsEye Pro
 
SSOs/ NSOs share their data with ActiveXchange, often via 
system integrations. This feeds into their own SportsEye 
account via the Investment Planning Model, tailored for that 
sport. They are able to test scenarios and coordinate 
planned investment, aligned with strategic priorities. 
Subject to permission these layers per sport are opened up 
within each SportsEye LGA account.
 
SportsEye Operator
 
LGA and commercial facility operators share data with 
ActiveXchange. They use their SportsEye to inform capex, 
programming, pricing and operational decisions 
(Investment Planning and Member Value Models). 
Operators also link this intelligence to their marketing 
service, activeCAMPAIGNS, for targeted acquisition and 
retention.
 
This inter-connected network ensures SSOs, NSOs, 
operators and LGAs have visibility across multiple up to 
date intelligence layers. 
 

ActiveXchange puts a data science team, similar to that which the national supermarket chains use, behind any 
government organisation. The above models and platforms all effectively interlink, ensuring partners can 

coordinating intelligence and decisions across their respective areas. Each partner has a dedicated  and secure 
online 'SportsEye' platform account to access intelligence and track outcomes and impacts.

Creating a clear line of sight on the likely outcomes and value of change 
Creating more active and healthy communities

www.ActiveXchange.org

For more details about our partnerships please contact 
intelligence@ActiveXchange.org

SportsEye
Intelligence Coordinator Partnerships 

designed for LGAs and State Government
 

The types of sport organisations and partners we work with

 

 

From $750 
setup

Drawing on predictive models
Delivered through each LGA account
Investment Planning Model
Use of million of participant records (why one person is 
active/ a member) and a national audit (why one site 
absorbs more demand than another) to predict with 95% 
average accuracy how many members/ visits should be 
generated at any site, identifying areas of 'unmet' 
demand, and ultimately the optimal facility offer. 
 
Social Value Model
Developed in partnership with KPMG following work for 
Sport Australia. Automatically tracks current and 
potential monetary community savings across social 
indicators. Ability to test a range of scenarios using the 
latest intelligence and draw options back to a single $ 
value (commercial and social value).
 

95% average 
accuracy
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